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Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) and Forster Communications believe that businesses  
have a unique and critical role in creating transformational, sustainable change and  
we are working together to help accelerate action.

In July 2020 we launched Bold Thinking, Brave Action, exploring the topic of bravery  
with leading sustainability practitioners in a form designed to support and inspire action.

As before, our thanks go to our original contributors and voices of bravery, who gave up 
their time and experience so generously: Andy Brown, David Croft, Hil Berg, Julia Giannini, 
Kate Levine, Kirsty Britz, Leslie Johnston, Mark Cuddigan, Matthew Cole, Mike Barry and 
Sophi Tranchell.

https://www.thirdpress.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/18/2020/07/Bold-thinking-brave-action-CAF-Forster-report-2020.pdf
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Introduction

One year on from the launch of our  
report for sustainability leaders on Bold 
Thinking, Brave Action and the world has 
fundamentally changed.

Businesses are having to factor in a complex set of 
requirements correlating to environmental and social 
challenges that are informed by public opinion and 
underpinned by economic and political volatilities. 

The pandemic has elevated issues relating to health 
and its detriment through economic disparity; it has 
made us examine the extent of disadvantage through 
a new lens. 

There is an ever-growing list of responsibilities  
for sustainability leaders to address, including:

 Climate action, biodiversity, and water  
scarcity with 70% of firms believing Covid-19  
has, in some ways, accelerated climate action1

Changes in consumer preferences and 
behaviours towards ethical and sustainability 
issues, with a third of consumers stating a willingness 
to stop buying certain brands due to concerns2  

Diversity and inclusion, social justice and 
protecting workers’ rights, in the knowledge  
that health, wellbeing and equality rose from 10%  
in 2020 to 23% in 2021 as a global megatrend  
that is important to organisations3 

Good corporate governance and ethics, hyper 
transparency and trust as businesses are seen 
as the most trusted institutions in the world, with 
68% of people saying CEOs should step in when 
government does not fix societal problems4 and  
86% saying that they expect CEOs to speak out  
on societal challenges5 

Sustainable action is needed more than ever. Not 
only must companies ensure they maintain a licence 
to operate, they also need to recognise their role in 
driving positive change. This will become increasingly 
complex as activities put forward to stimulate 
economic growth may conflict with sustainability goals.

Managing this state of flux requires a new mindset. As 
always, organisations need to be clear about where 
they are heading with tangible goals linked to the 
SDGs and net zero targets. But the route to achieving 
these goals needs to be agile in the knowledge that  
the world we are living in is volatile and uncertain. 

Waiting is not an option; sustainability leaders need 
to make progress in a constant state of adaptation. 
Listening, learning and adjusting in order to reflect the 
ever-changing and often unpredictable conditions.  
The starting point is to ask the right questions – and  
to keep asking them.

We believe that bravery in 2021 is about active 
adaptation – making progress in an uncertain world. 
We hope this snapshot is helpful in achieving that.
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How to challenge  
the status quo

In Bold Thinking, Brave Action we identified 
five core attributes of a brave sustainability 
professional: conviction; humility; 
imagination; integrity; and passion.

We also found five key behaviours that drive 
brave action: creating a movement; taking on 
a personal risk; thinking big; making things 
happen; and giving your ideas to others.  

This led to the development of five composite 
characters that are needed to drive bravery 
inside and outside an organisation. We 
know that bravery is not a fixed form and our 
intention is for this framing to help individuals 
maximise their impact, enabling them to 
take on different characters to progress the 
specific challenges they are addressing.

Wayfinder 

Disciplined and diligent, the Wayfinder is often 
the person working quietly behind the scenes 
so the organisation can move at speed when 
the time is right. They make things happen and 
their diligence and humility means they are 
experts in co-operation, giving ideas to others.

Collectivist 
The hallmark of the collectivist is people-
centred change. Collectivists are believers in 
the power of people and set out to achieve 
outcomes that benefit everyone. As well as 
helping to create a movement, their openness 
means they give their ideas to others.

Campaigner 

Campaigners often act like an organisation’s 
conscience. Driven by a strong sense of values, 
the campaigner constantly pushes for change. 
They take personal risk and help to create 
a movement that actively involves others.

Firebrand 

Led by their strong sense of what is right 
and wrong, firebrands take great effort 
to stick to their moral compass, both 
outwardly and inwardly. They are not 
afraid to think big and take personal risk.

Strategist 
Strategists process a lot of information before 
acting. Their reflective approach enables 
them to identify the important changes, 
prioritise them, and find the most effective 
ways to bring them about. Strategists 
think big and make things happen.
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Bravery is not a fixed form and sustainability leaders are likely to find they take on 
different characters and emphasise different behaviours across their career while 
consistently showing five key attributes that enable them to challenge the status quo.
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Organisational conditions  
and their impact on bravery

Although bravery is something we can 
channel and exercise personally, our original 
research identified three organisational 
factors that enable bravery to thrive or fail:

Purpose – why we do 
what we do and what 
makes us ‘us’

People – who we  
are and what kind  
of culture we want

Practice – how we  
do what we do and 
our ways of working

One year on, these are more important 
than ever with new enablers and inhibitors 
coming to light on an almost daily basis. 
CAF’s latest survey From Purpose to Practice 
showed that 80% of CSR practitioners say 
their work is supporting their company’s 
purpose – but also revealed the challenge 
of turning words and phrases into action. 

With high profile targets being set in 
the build up to COP26 and a broad 
desire by business leaders to ‘build back 
better’, business ambition is high profile 
– and its translation into delivery is being 
reviewed by increasingly rigorous investors 
alongside other interested stakeholders.

To help sustainability leaders adapt and 
build their strategies in this refocused world 
we have looked at today’s organisational 
conditions and pulled out key areas that 
will help or hinder positive action.
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These conditions show us how many different factors need to be addressed, and it takes all of 
our five characters to bring about holistic, sustainable change in an organisation. This diagram 
maps the characters onto the organisational areas where they have the greatest impact.
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Organisational condition 1:
Purpose – compelling vision, openness  
to change and core values

Enablers 
Context matters  
The landscape has significantly shifted due to the 
pandemic with indicators on social and economic 
deprivation, health, and disadvantage all being 
heavily impacted

Key trends and events  
Key sustainability trends have accelerated and 
become more intersectional with a heightened 
global focus on climate action through COP26  
and biodiversity through COP15

Public perception  
Trust in businesses has increased but so have 
expectations for them to tackle societal issues  
and demonstrate authentic values

 Rapid innovation  
Unprecedented creation of Covid-19 vaccines  
shows what can be achieved if funded and 
prioritised with cross sector collaboration

Corporate activism  
Progressive leaders (or disrupter brands) are 
increasingly unafraid to speak out and show  
what they are doing

Breakthrough thinking  
Recognition of the need to think differently and 
include new audiences in order to tackle deep, 
complex issues such as Scope 3 carbon emissions

Inhibitors 
Economic constraints  
Financial difficulties caused by the pandemic, 
shifting organisational priorities due to economic 
repercussions

Prioritisation  
Deadlines for climate action are competing with 
critical social issues and need for a just transition

Daunting challenges  
The complexity and range of environmental and 
societal challenges can lead to paralysis, lack of 
focus or superficial approaches

Challenging trade-offs  
Policy and financing to drive the economic recovery 
is inconsistent with sustainability and the SDGs

Reliance on legislation and regulation 
Progression is being inhibited by expectation that 
governments will drive change through regulation 

To bring purpose to life, the following enablers and inhibitors are critical to consider –  
the pandemic has only reinforced how crucial they are. 
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Commitment 
 85% of businesses are more 
committed to sustainability  
than they were in 2020 and  
2% will be less committed6

Trust 
Businesses are recognised as  
the most trusted institutions in  
the world, above governments  
and NGOs, with 68% of people 
saying CEOs should step in when 
government does not fix societal 
problems9 and 86% saying that 
they expect CEOs to speak out  
on societal challenges10

Scope 3 
 76% of sustainability professionals 
say reducing Scope 3 emissions 
is very or extremely important 
to reach net-zero, with Scope 3 
accounting for up to 80% of a 
company’s environmental footprint13 

 
While board attention on 
sustainability has risen, with 
increasing numbers of CEOs 
pursuing a sustainability agenda, 
25% of employees still report 
the lack of commitment of senior 
management or the board as 
a key barrier for corporate 
sustainability7

Purpose 
Covid-19 has bought social 
purpose to the fore and driven 
a 15% increase in organisations 
including ‘supporting local 
communities’ as part of their 
sustainability practices11

SDGs 
More than a third of practitioners 
(36%) report that their business 
has done nothing to promote 
the SDG agenda – or, as least, 
nothing they are aware of14

Alignment 
35% of sustainability leaders 
believe an alignment between 
core business values and purpose  
is the most important corporate 
trait to embody in 20218 

Action 
 70% of firms believe Covid-19 
has, in some ways, accelerated 
climate action12

Innovation 
 Less than a quarter (23%)  
of practitioners say that their 
company sees one of the  
main drivers of CR as being a 
way of identifying new market 
opportunities or developing  
new products15
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Organisational condition 2:
People – passionate people, 
psychological safety, enabling culture

Enablers 
Employee activism  
Individuals are increasingly active within  
their organisation and their local community

Increased expectations  
Individuals are holding their organisations  
to account to take action on a number of  
different fronts such as the climate emergency 

 New working models  
There is refreshed thinking around organisational 
design and how to enable flexibility, productivity 
and progress

Employee wellness  
Health, wellbeing and equality have risen 
in importance as a global megatrend that 
organisations need to respond to

 Recruitment challenge  
Shortage of talent is pushing the importance of  
a strong and sustainable brand that individuals  
are proud to work for and want to join

Inhibitors 
 Fragmentation of workforce culture  
Working from home, furlough and redundancy  
have had an adverse impact on a cohesive 
organisational culture

 Inward focus  
Organisational silos have multiplied, narrowing 
strategic priorities and restricting collaboration

 Psychological safety  
Employees fear for job security making them  
unlikely to speak up 

Dated skills and expertise  
Teams and industry sectors lack the experience  
to respond to unprecedented changes

Budget restrictions  
Financial impact of the pandemic means that 
budgets for culture and training are limited

There is an opportunity to harness new, progressive thinking when it comes to the workplace  
in order to meet the needs of a more inclusive and diverse workforce. However, there are 
recognised challenges and much of this thinking is still up for debate.
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Activism 
Employees are becoming 
increasingly active and 50%  
say they are more likely now  
than a year ago to voice their 
objectives to management or 
engage in a workplace protest16

Digital gap 
Digital inequality is recognised as 
a critical short-term threat and a 
widening digital gap is expected 
to worsen societal fractures and 
undermine prospects for an 
inclusive recovery19

 
46% of practitioners state that 
employee health, safety and  
wellbeing is a priority issue,  
with another 40% prioritising 
employee inclusion and diversity22

 
The impact of the pandemic is  
real; by July 2020 over a fifth  
of companies had downsized  
to reduce operational costs,  
one in eight businesses were  
not providing sick paid leave to 
employees and just 3.2% offered 
childcare to their workforce17

COP26 
40% of sustainability leaders  
plan to be involved in COP26  
in some way20

Support 
Nine in ten (88%) practitioners 
believe they are supported to 
some extent by the leadership  
teams at their companies23

 
The working hours equivalent  
of 495 million jobs were lost in 
the second quarter of 2020 as a 
result of the Covid-19 pandemic18

 
Health, wellbeing and equality  
rose from 10% in 2020 to 23% in 
2021 as a global megatrend that  
are important to organisations 21

Economic Impact

Shifting focus
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Organisational condition 3:
Practice – robust governance, proven 
accountability, permission to invest

Enablers 
Global policy and procurement 
Increased recognition of decarbonisation  
as a global policy priority that is linked to 
procurement and future regulation, including 
compliance with the Taskforce on Climate- 
related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) 

Engaged investor community  
Rise in interest and scrutiny of ESG from  
investor community

NED knowledge 
Growth in sustainability knowledge and  
confidence among Non-Executive Directors,  
led by organisations including Chapter Zero 

Values-based economy  
Emergence of the drive to a values-based  
economy, led by Mark Carney

Green Pensions  
Launch of Green Pensions Charter by Richard  
Curtis’s Make My Money Matter campaign,  
linking board decisions with employee activism

Inhibitors 
Budget pressures  
Pandemic-driven recession has impacted  
resourcing for sustainability initiatives

Short-termism  
Short-term thinking is stifling long-term investment, 
combined with a lack of mandated transparency  
for environmental and societal reporting

Fragmentation in reporting and standards 
The variety in ESG standards and how they  
are being used makes comparability and 
aggregation challenging

 Inconsistent leadership knowledge 
Low levels of understanding of sustainability  
agenda overall and climate change specifically 
across directors and mid-level managers

Lack of performance management 
Incentives for sustainability action are not built into 
employee performance reviews or bonus structures

Sustainability requirements and practices are increasingly becoming part of companies’ make-up, 
from strategic governance to supply chain delivery. These key trends are prevalent in the boardroom 
and are manifested through greater levels of accountability and transparency.
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Extreme weather, climate  
action failure and human-led 
environmental damage have  
been identified as the highest 
likelihood risks of the next  
10 years24

Accountability 
65% of the public say that 
CEOs should hold themselves 
accountable to the public and  
not just to board of directors  
or stockholders27

Incentives 
Only 1 in 7 practitioners 
(15%) note links between CR 
performance and remuneration  
of any executive29

Impact 
Climate-induced disasters  
in 2020 caused $150bn in 
damages, claiming 3,500  
lives and displacing more  
than 13.5 million people25 

Silos 
18% of sustainability leaders  
say that their finance teams  
were either not engaged at  
all or somewhat disengaged  
with sustainability in 2021, 
compared with 7% in 202028

Budget 
57% of sustainability professionals 
feel they don’t have big enough 
budgets to achieve their CR KPIs. 
The financial squeeze caused by 
Covid-19 is unlikely to be helping. 
More than half (55%) say they 
don’t have enough staff support to 
help them with their CR activities

 
 55% of businesses say the climate 
crisis and resource scarcity is now 
the most important megatrend 
they face26

Policy 
 The Better Business Act, a 
campaign to change section  
172 in the Companies Act to  
align interests of shareholders  
with those of the wider society 
and the environment, has over 
650 supporters

Skills gap 
Corporate boards are unprepared 
to tackle the climate crisis – less 
than one-third of Fortune 100 
board members have relevant 
environmental, social, and 
governance (ESG) expertise  
to understand what’s at stake30

Key risks
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Critical questions to  
support active adaptation

There is no denying the complexity 
of the moment. 
An unprecedented pandemic with a devastating impact of physical, emotional  
and financial health is continuing alongside an urgency to address the climate 
emergency and build a future where everyone can thrive.

But not everyone has suffered and many businesses have seen significant growth  
over the last 18 months, making it even more important for them to think forward  
as progressive leaders.

Recent CAF research tells us that despite the ambition, insufficient resource and  
funding is being provided for sustainability within companies. For example, fewer  
than one in ten (9%) in-house CSR practitioners say that their firm links the pay  
of all executives to CR objectives31.  

Companies tend to make broad commitments but making these operational can  
prove more challenging, particularly with an uncertain regulatory framework  
alongside ongoing economic uncertainty.

Whatever situation your organisation faces,  
bravery is now about active adaptation.
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1 
How often do you review your sustainability goals to ensure they meet 
global expectations?

3 
What level of flex and contingency is built into your budgets to enable  
you to respond to changing conditions and challenges in the wider world?

2 
What information do you use to ensure your business fully recognises 
the connections between what is material to you and what is of high 
importance to external stakeholders?

4 
How many opportunities do others in your organisation have to reflect  
on progress against your sustainability plan and influence any changes  
or adaptations?

5 
What is the bravest thing your company did last year when it came  
to sustainability and how can you beat it next year?

We have created five questions for 
sustainability leaders to consider as they 
drive change in an uncertain world.
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Driving change together

CAF Advisory and Forster Communications are focused on driving sustainability action.  
Our combined skills of strategy, impact development and communications help businesses 
who want to define their sustainability priority and bring it to life. Please contact us for further 
information and a deeper discussion. 

Charities Aid Foundation works with the 
world’s leading brands to deliver corporate 
giving with impact. We believe that by 
working together, businesses can achieve 
transformational change and address key 
sustainability challenges, such as those outlined 
by the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.

Our ultimate aim is to inspire and enable 
you and your company to help transform 
lives and communities around the world. 
We’re unique in bringing a complete end-
to-end service and have particular strengths 
in disbursing charitable funds, corporate 
giving and sustainability strategies, business 
aligned impact frameworks, stakeholder 
management and charity verification.

Charities Aid Foundation 
10 St. Bride Street 
London EC4A 4AD

03000 123 207

www.cafonline.org/bravery 
@Caf 
corporate@cafonline.org

Forster Communications helps organisations 
turn their sustainability ambitions into action.

Our specialist communications services 
bring together experience, insights and 
connections to tackle the barriers that are 
preventing progress, change policies into 
practice, and create tangible value for our 
clients, their stakeholders and society.

We are a founding UK B Corp and work 
with progressive businesses to accelerate 
positive social and environmental impact 
through strategic planning, corporate 
reputation and thought leadership programmes 
and flagship campaigns. Partnership and 
collaboration sit at the heart of our approach 
to informing and inspiring action and results.

Forster Communications 
The Loom  
14 Gower’s Walk 
London E1 8PY

020 7403 2230

www.forster.co.uk 
@Forster_Comms 
info@forster.co.uk

https://maps.google.com/maps?q=Charities%20Aid%20Foundation%2C10%20St.%20Bride%20Street%2CLondon%20EC4A%204AD
https://maps.google.com/maps?q=Charities%20Aid%20Foundation%2C10%20St.%20Bride%20Street%2CLondon%20EC4A%204AD
https://maps.google.com/maps?q=Charities%20Aid%20Foundation%2C10%20St.%20Bride%20Street%2CLondon%20EC4A%204AD
tel:+44-3000-123-207
https://www.cafonline.org/bravery
https://twitter.com/caf
mailto:corporate%40cafonline.org%20?subject=
https://www.google.com/maps?q=Forster+Communications,The+Loom,14+Gower%E2%80%99s+Walk,London+E1+8PY
https://www.google.com/maps?q=Forster+Communications,The+Loom,14+Gower%E2%80%99s+Walk,London+E1+8PY
https://www.google.com/maps?q=Forster+Communications,The+Loom,14+Gower%E2%80%99s+Walk,London+E1+8PY
https://www.google.com/maps?q=Forster+Communications,The+Loom,14+Gower%E2%80%99s+Walk,London+E1+8PY
tel:+44-20-7403-2230
https://www.forster.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/Forster_Comms
mailto:info%40forster.co.uk?subject=
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